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Abstract. In order to solve the problem that different types of wind turbines accessing to the power 
gird has great influence on protection configuration and setting calculation, a fault current calculation 
model of doubly-fed induction generator under rotor excitation control was established when 
symmetric or asymmetric fault occurs in grid. Combined with fault current calculation models of 
direct-driven wind turbine generator and doubly-fed induction generator with crowbar protection, this 
paper establishes fault current calculation models of direct-driven wind turbine generator and 
doubly-fed induction generator, respectively. It is based on iterative solution by nodal voltage 
equation, fault boundary conditions and fault current calculation models of distributed generators. At 
last, the accuracy of the fault analysis method is verified by digital simulation. 

 Introduction 
Fault current calculation of the power grid is the important foundation of relay protection 

performance study, especially the protection setting calculation. With the capacity of wind turbines 
connected to the power grid increasing, it has a great influence on power grid’s safety and stable 
operation. Especially, compared with the fault current characteristics of traditional synchronous 
generator, it is different that the fault current characteristics of wind turbines. The traditional fault 
analysis method of the power grid is difficult to meet the requirements of fault analysis of the power 
grid with wind turbines [1,2]. So far, there is no applicable fault analysis method to calculate the fault 
current of the power grid with different types of wind turbines, accurately. Therefore, the study of the 
related fault analysis method is an urgent problem to be solved. 

Establishing the fault current calculation model of wind turbines is the premise of fault current 
calculation method of the power grid with different types of wind turbines. Therefore, a large amount 
of researches has been done on the fault current characteristics of wind turbines and its calculation 
method. 

According to the size of the power electronic converter’s capacity, the existing wind turbines can be 
divided into some power wind turbines and full power wind turbines, such as doubly-fed induction 
generator (DFIG) and direct-driven wind turbine generator (DWTG), respectively. DWTG’s stator 
windings are all connected to the power grid through the grid-connected inverter, which can be called 
inverter interfaced distributed generator (IIDG)[3]. IIDG should provide dynamic reactive power to 
support grid voltage in low voltage ride through (LVRT) and the fault current characteristics of IIDG 
are studied in [4]. And the positive sequence voltage controlled current source model is established for 
IIDG considering control strategy in [5]. 

Unlike DWTG, DFIG always installs crowbar to improve the ability of LVRT. Crowbar’s  action 
situation has a great influence on the fault current. In [7,8], flux transient characteristics of DFIG with 
crowbar action are analyzed, and the authors deduce stator and rotor fault current expressions. 
Furthermore, for the current calculation model of DFIG under rotor excitation control, considering 
DFIG should provide dynamic reactive power to support grid voltage in LVRT, stator fault current 
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expression of DFIG under rotor excitation control has been deduced under symmetric or asymmetric 
fault in [9-11]. 

However, fault current calculation methods above all only consider a kind of wind turbines 
accessing to the power grid, which doesn’t comprehensively consider DWTG, DFIG with crowbar 
action and DFIG under rotor excitation control. The power plants with wind turbines always contain 
different typies of wind turbines. Hence, fault current calculation methods above all aren’t 
comprehensive.  

Considering operation characteristics of different types of wind turbines, this paper establishs a fault 
current calculation model of DFIG under rotor excitation control when symmetric or asymmetric fault 
occurs in grid. Then, combined with fault current calculation models of DWTG and DFIG with 
crowbar protection, a novel fault analysis method of power grid with different types of wind turbines is 
presented. In the end, the fault analysis method proposed was verified by digital simulation in PSCAD. 

Fault current calculation model of wind turbines 
Due to the different fault current characteristics of different types of wind turbines, it is particularly 

important to establish the fault current calculation model for DFIG and DWTG, respectively. 

(1)   Fault current calculation model of DWTG 

During the grid fault, DWTG can be regarded as voltage controlled current source which only 
contains positive sequence current in [4,5]. The fault current DWTG DWTG iI I ϕ= ∠&  is rated to DWTG’s 
terminal positive sequence voltage (1) (1)DWTG DWTG vV V ϕ= ∠& . Considering DWTG should provide dynamic 
reactive power to support grid voltage in LVRT, DWTG uses d-axis orientation of the grid voltage 
vector control technology. The fault current equivalent mathematical model (1)( )DWTG DWTG DWTGI f V=& & is 
shown as follows 

(1) If (1) 0.9DWTGV ≥ , DWTG needn’t provide reactive power,thus 0DWTG dI i∗= , 0iv i vϕ ϕ ϕ= − = . 

(2) If (1) 0.9DWTGV < , referenced reactive current is *
(1)2(1 )q DWTGi V= − − . During the fault, To 

prevent the grid inverter over current, DWTG’s limit current is DWTG.setI .If * 2 2
. 0( )q DWTG set di I i∗≤ − , thus 

2 2
0 (1)( ) 4(1 )IIDG d DWTGI i V∗= + − , ( )*

0arctaniv q di iϕ ∗= ; If * 2 2
. 0( )q DWTG set di I i∗> − , thus .DWTG DWTG setI I= , 

*
(1)2(1 )q DWTGi V= − − , 2 2

. (1)= 4(1 )d DWTG set DWTGi I V∗ − − ,  ( )*arctaniv q di iϕ ∗= . 
Where 0di

∗  represents the referenced active current in grid inverter current inner loop. ivϕ  
represents the angle from the fault current to the DWTG terminal positive sequence voltage. 

(2)  Fault current calculation model of DFIG 

During the grid fault, DFIG’s crowbar action situation has a great influence on its fault current. 
Thus, according to crowbar action situation, fault current calculation model of DFIG is analyzed. For 
DFIG with crowbar action, the analytical expressions of stator and rotor fault current calculation 
model are deduced in [8]. And the fault current calculation model of DFIG with crowbar action can be 
regarded as an asynchronous induction motor. For DFIG under rotor excitation control, the fault 
current calculation model is established in [11]. The fault current of DFIG under rotor excitation 
control can be expressed as (1) (1) (1)DFIG DFIG iI I δ= ∠& and (2) (2) (2)DFIG DFIG iI I δ= ∠&  , (1)DFIGI& , (2)DFIGI&  
represents the positive and negative sequence component of the fault current, respectively. They are all 
rated to DFIG’s terminal positive sequence voltage (1) (1) (1)DFIG DFIG vV V δ= ∠&  and negative sequence 

voltage (2) (2) (2)DFIG DFIG vV V δ= ∠& , where (1) +DFIG sdV u+= , (2)DFIG sdV u−
−= . As this paper regards 

eliminating the negative sequence component of stator current as a control target in DFIG’s control 
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system, the fault current of DFIG under rotor excitation control only contains positive sequence 
current. Hence, the fault current ( )(1) (1) (1) (2),DFIG DFIG DFIG DFIGI f V V=& & &   is expressed as 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

2 2+ +
1

+ +
1 1

+

arctan  + 

sd sqDFIG

sq sdi v

I i i

i iδ δ

+ +

+ +

 = − −


  = − − 

                                                    (1) 

And +sdi+ 、 +sqi+ 、 sdi−
−、 sqi−

− is  

( )

+ 2 2 20
set +

+ +

min

2 0 9  0  0

* *m s s
sd r rq rq

s sd m

sq sd sd sq
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L u L
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+ −
+ −+

+
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1

= sd
rq

m

ui
Lω

−
− −

− ， ( )
1

2
= 0 9sd s

rq sd
m m

u Li . u
L Lω

+
+∗ ++

+ +− − - ; 0sP  represents stator active power before fault 

occurs, setrI represents DFIG’s limit rotor current. +sdu+ , +squ+ , +rdu+ , +rqu+ , +sdi+ , +sqi+ , +rdi+ and +rqi+  represent 
stator and rotor’s voltage and current in positive dq-synchronous reference frames, respectively. sdu−

− , 

squ−
− , rdu−

− , rqu−
− , sdi−

− , sqi−
− , rdi−

−  and rqi−
−  represent stator and rotor’s voltage and current in negative 

dq-synchronous reference frames, respectively. sR  represents stator resistance. rR represents rotor 
resistance. sL , mL  represents stator self-inductance, stator and rotor mutual-inductance in 
dq-synchronous reference frames. 

Fault current calculation method for the power grid with different types of wind turbines 
Through establishing each sequence equivalent circuit, the traditional fault current calculation 

method of the power grid combines each sequence node voltage equations and fault boundary 
condition equations. During the grid fault, DWTG and DFIG under rotor excitation control have 
strong nonlinear characteristic. Then, the traditional fault current calculation method is out of 
commission. Thus, this paper uses iterative solution to calculate fault current. 

f

 
Fig.1. Structure diagram of power grid with wind turbines 

In order to explain the fault current calculation method for the power grid with different types of 
wind turbines, a grid structure is established as shown in fig.1. Fault is set at f, it’s a near fault for 
DFIG2, which runs with crowbar action during the fault. far fault occurs for DFIG1, whose rotor is 
under excitation control by rotor-side converter. 

Based on this, this paper uses processing mode of fault current calculation method of the power 
grid with different types of wind turbines as follows. As DFIG with crowbar action are regarded as an 
asynchronous induction motor duiring the fault. the positive and negative sequence equivalent 
impedances of DFIG with crowbar action are respectively connected to the corresponding node in the 
positive and negative sequence network. And they are regarded as load branch in the network. DWTG 
and DFIG under rotor excitation control are regarded as voltage controlled current source in positive 
sequence network, and open circuit in negative sequence network. Other parts in the network are the 
same with traditional processing method. 

Then, 3-phase fault and the 2-phase fault are regarded as examples to explain the calculation 
process of fault current calculation method. 
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 (1)  Form the sequence network and node admittance matrix of composite sequence network 
Firstly, form the node admittance matrix (1)Y  of positive sequence network, and obtain the node 

impedance matrix (1)Z of positive sequence network. 
Then, the diagram of composite sequence network is set up as shown in fig.2. The value of Y∆ is 

based on the fault type at f. 
2(1)LI&

sI&

sE& DWTGI&

(1)DWTGV&

1(1)DFIGI&

1(1)DFIGV&

3(1)LI&

( )2 1DFIGY

Y∆ LDY

3LY2LY

1LTY 2LTY

1LY

3LTY

 
Fig.2  Diagram of composite sequence network 

In Fig.2, 1LY , 2LY , 3LY are respectively branch admittance of L1、L2、L3; 1LTY , 2LTY , 3LTY are 
respectively transformer branch admittance; LDY is load branch admittance; ( )2 1DFIGY is positive sequence 
impedance of DFIG2; (1)DWTGV& , 1(1)DWTGV& are respectively positive sequence voltage of DWTG and DFIG1. 

(A) If 3-phase fault occurs at f, and fZ  is grounding impedance, thus =1 fY Z∆ . 
(B) If 2-phase fault occurs at f, there are negative sequence components of voltage and current in 

the network. The diagram of negative sequence network is established as shown in fig.3. Firstly, obtain 
the node admittance matrix (2)Y  of negative sequence network. Then, obtain the node impedance matrix 

(2)Z of negative sequence network. The self-impedance is (2) (5,5)Z at f. According to the boundary 
condition of 2-phase fault (1) (2)f fV V=& & , the positive sequence network and negative sequence network 
are parallel in fault point. Thus, (2)1 (5,5)Y Z∆ = . 

2(2)LI&

1(2)DFIGV&

3(2)LI&

( )2 2DFIGY

LDY

3LY3LY

1LTY 2LTY

1LY

3LTY

(2)fI&

(2)fV&

 
Fig.3  Diagram of negative sequence network 

In Fig.3, ( )2 2DFIGY is negative sequence impedance of DFIG2, 1(2)DFIGV& is negative sequence voltage of 
DFIG1. 

In the end , the node admittance matrix mY  of composite sequence network is formed, and the node 
impedance matrix mZ  of the composite sequence network is obtained by mY . 
 (2)  Form the iterative calculation equations 

According to the equation of composite sequence network, iterative computation equations and 
iterative correction equations are formed as shown in equation (3), (4) ~(8). 
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(A) If 3-phase fault occurs at f, thus 1(2) 0DFIGV =& , the k-st iteration current is obtained in 3-phase 
fault by equation(4) and (5). 

(B) If 2-phase fault occurs at f, by equation(5), fault current of DFIG1 is related to the generator 
terminal negative sequence voltage ( )

1(2)
k

DFIGV& , and ( )
1(2)

k
DFIGV& can only be solved in the negative sequence 

network. ( ) ( ) ( )
(2) (1) 5(1)
k k k

f fV V V= =& & &  as shown in fig.3. 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
(1) (1)5(2) 5(1) 4(1)4,5 4,4k k kV V Z V Z= = ⋅& & &                                               (6) 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
(2) (2)1(2) 4(2) 5(2)5,4 5,5k k k

DFIGV V Z V Z= = ⋅& & &                                          (7) 
Thus, the iterative correction equation of DFIG1can be expressed as 

( )( ) ( )'
1(1)1(1) 1(1)

k k
DFIGDFIG DFIGI f V=& &                                                    (8) 

Therefore, form the k-st iteration current matrix ( ) ( )( )
1(1)0 0 0k kk T

s DWTG DFIGI I I I =  
& & & . 

For iteration initial current matrix (0)TI , iterative current of nodes accessing synchronous motor is 
its injection current, and remains constant. Iterative initial current of nodes accessing DWTG and 
DFIG1 is their rated current, (0)

.DWTG nDWTGI I=& & , (0)
1.1 DFIG nDFIGI I=& & . Iterative current of nodes accessing 

DFIG2 and other load branch is always 0. 

(3) Form the iterative convergence conditions 

Calculate the absolute value of difference between the k-st iteration node voltage ( )k
jV&  and (k-1)-st 

iteration node voltage ( 1)k
jV −& . Determine it whether meet the iteration error threshold value 

( ) ( 1)max k k
j jV V ε−− <& &                                                             (9) 

Where j ∈  nodes accessed to wind turbines, ε  represents iteration error threshold value.  
If it doesn't meet (9), the k-st iteration current matrix ( ) ( )( )

10 0 0k kk T
s DWTG DFIGI I I I =  
& & & will be 

substituted into the iterative calculation equation, sequentially.  
If it  meets (9), the iterative calculation is over, then obtain positive sequence voltage of each node 

in the network 1(1) 2(1) 3(1) 4(1) 5(1) 6(1)V V V V V V  
& & & & & &  and fault current of DWTGI& 、 1DFIGI& . 

On this basis, according to the fault boundary condition, negative sequence voltage of fault node 
can be obtained. And obtain negative sequence voltage of each node in the negative network. In the 
end, the positive sequence current and negative sequence current of each branch in the network can be 
obtained. 
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Validation of the simulation 
In order to verify the correctness of  the fault analysis method proposed in this paper. The model of 

the power grid with DWTG and DFIGs shown in fig.1 is established in PSCAD/EMTDC. Where, the 
transmission lines are all the same, unit length line parameter is (1) (2) 0.17r r= = Ω/km ，

(1) (2) 0.394x x= = Ω/km, (0) 0.19r = Ω/km， (0) 0.43x = Ω /km，the length of the line 1L 、 2L 、 3L  are 

1km，2km，4km, respectively. 1L 、 2L 、 3L  are all 0.2km. The capacity of DFIGs is 1.5MW, Rated 
line voltage is 690V, Stator leakage resistance is 0.1245 p.u. Rotor leakage resistance is 0.1245 p.u. 
Stator mutual inductance is 2.1767 p.u. Rotor speed is 0.8 p.u. The rotor limit current rsetI  of DFIG is 

1.2 p.u. The capacity of DWTG is 1.5 MW, rated line voltage is 690V. The limit current .DWTG setI  of 
DWTG is 1.2 p.u. In addition, the capacity of 3 double-winding transformers is 2/2 MVA, ratio is 
0.69/36.75 kV, link category is Yd, leakage reactance is 6.5%.The equivalent impedance of LD is 
120+j39.1 Ω. 

In the established simulation platform, fault is set at f, and simulate the network as shown in Fig.1, 
when symmetric or asymmetric fault occurs at f. At the same time, according to the process of the 
software developed in this paper, calculate the fault current of the power grid with wind turbines as 
shown in Fig.1. Then,  3-phase fault and BC-phase fault are regarded as examples to analyze the fault 
current by comparing with the output results of fault current calculation software and simulation 
results. 

On condition that 3-phase and BC-phase fault occurs at f, wind turbines are fully loaded before 
fault occurs. Compared with the output results of the software of fault current calculation and 
simulation results, fault current of wind turbines and main branchs is shown in Table 1 and Table2, 
respectively. 

Table 1  Branch and wind turbines’ fault currents on condition that 3-phase fault occurs at f 

 IDWTG /A IDFIG1/A IDFIG2 /A I1 /kA I2 /kA Fault current (Ifa /kA) 
Simulated 

value 23.71∠ -0.13° 23.71∠ -24.52° 0.00∠ - 7.05∠ -66.72° 7.07∠ -66.53° 7.07∠ -66.61° 

Calculated 
value 23.17∠ -1.45° 23.25∠ -23.87° 0.00∠ - 7.04∠ -66.36° 7.05∠ -66.22° 7.05∠ -66.22° 

 
Table 2  Branch and wind turbines’ fault currents on condition that BC-phase fault occurs at f 

 IDWTG /A IDFIG1/A IDFIG2 /A 
Pos.-Seq. comp. Neg.-Seq. comp. Pos.-Seq. comp. Neg.-Seq. comp. Pos.-Seq. comp. Neg.-Seq. comp. 

Simulated 
value 23.53∠ 3.12° 0.00∠ - 24.21∠ -6.13° 0.00∠ - 10.84∠ 138.43° 32.95∠ 109.45° 

Calculated 
value 22.56∠ 1.76° 0.00∠ - 23.54∠ -5.29° 0.00∠ - 10.71∠ 137.11° 32.41∠ 108.66° 

 I1 /kA I2 /kA Fault current 
Pos.-Seq. comp. Neg.-Seq. comp. Pos.-Seq. comp. Neg.-Seq. comp. Ifb /kA 

Simulated 
value 3.65∠ -65.92° 3.46∠ 111.45° 3.61∠ -65.61° 3.46∠ 112.63° 6.14∠ -157.61° 

Calculated 
value 3.63∠ -65.74° 3.45∠ 112.42° 3.60∠ -65.42° 3.44∠ 111.74° 6.14∠ -156.93° 

Table 1 shows on condition that 3-phase fault occurs at f, the maximum amplitude error between 
output results of the fault current calculation program and simulation results is 2.3%, and the maximum 
error of the phase is 1.3°. Table 2 shows on condition that 2-phase fault occurs at f, the maximum 
amplitude error between output results of the fault current calculation program and simulation results 
is 4.1%, and the maximum error of the phase is 2.4°. the error is permitted in relay protection setting, 
which is mainly caused during the processing of simulation results. Therefore, the simulation results 
show that the fault analysis method of the power grid with different types of wind turbines proposed in 
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this paper is correct, and the fault analysis method can satisfy the fault characteristics analysis in grid 
and requirements of the application of relay protection principle. 

Conclusions 
To solve technical problems that existing the fault analysis method can’t meet the fault current 

calculation of the power grid with different types of wind turbines, this paper according to the basic 
principle of fault current calculation method establishes fault current calculation models of different 
types of wind turbines. Then, combined with fault current calculation models of DWTG and DFIG, a 
novel fault analysis method of power grid with different types of wind turbines is proposed. Moreover, 
the accuracy of calculation results is verified by simulation. The result shows that the fault analysis 
method of power grid with different types of wind turbines proposed in this paper is correct. And it can 
meet the requirement of fault analysis and relay protection setting calculation of the power grid with 
different types of wind turbines.  
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